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The n = 0 wave mode pinches a Jet and the n = 1 wave mode helically distorts a
Jet.
In Hll it was shown that these two wave modes were maximally unstable at
• l/3, x(p wavelengths x(P)o %0"6(Minl_ jR and 1 1.6(Mi_InlI3)R. The wave mode characterized by n = 2 distorts a Jet in an elliptical shape; the wave mode characterized by n = 3 distorts a Jet in a triangular shape, etc.. For convenience we will call all wave modes _th n > i, fluting wave modes. These waves will not alter the Jet cross section appreciably like the n = 0 wave mode or move the jet axis transversely like the n = I wave mode.
We expect fluting wave modes to be maximally unstable at some wavelength %(P)just as we found for the n = 0 and n = i wave modes. To see that this n must be the case we take equation I and write it in the following form
When nlkV_n >> i and nlkV_ n >> i equation (2) is easily seen to become
This expression is just the usual expression for Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of a vortex sheet:
(4) We can see that the small wavenumber approximation used to obtain equation by examining equation (I) in the limit n/k_n<<l,and n/k_n<< i. In this
If we take the natural logarithm of equation (5) where ._n). and A_n)are the real and imaginary points of A (n), respectively, it
We need to point out an error in equations (14) and ( Jet we need to determine the true wavelength of a wave mode at maximum growth.
The true wavelength is always less than the wavelength _ at constant angle ¢ (eyllndrlcal or spherical geometry). and may be used wlth confidence with R being the instantaneous Jet radius. 
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(Ii) depth of the shear layer is h = R for a cylindrical jet it would not appear possible to stabilize the n = 1 helical wave mode by velocity shear. However, it is likely that only wave modes w_th small n, say n < lO, will be unstable.
For example, using the parameters q = i0, Min = 9.9 and h = R/4 we find X P) % 7.8R > _min 3.1R, through % p) _ 3.8R > A 4 -3.OR but I P)% -1 3.OR < _min -5 = 8.1R.
The maximum rate of growth of the wave mode n = 5 is reduced to about that of the n = 2 wave mode (see figure  i) 
The approximate form of the derivative of the Bessel function inserted in equation (13) results in the following relation between the displacement amplitude at the jet surface and inside the Jet:
Equation (17) implies that the wave amplitude interior to the jet surface is 
n A fundamental scale size of _ (p) exists for each term in the summation and n a is a weak function of _ (p). An uppe_ limit to the summation is set by n n the depth of the shear layer and a lower limit may be set by Jet expansion. If we continue to assume that Au _ ain at the Jet surface independent of A (p), then energy input into the jet is of the form n
where B _ n a . n n
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In equation (20) a lower limit to n is set when A _pJ is greater than the Jet n diameter as dissipation is no longer through fluid turbulence driven at scale size _ (P). Modifications to this simple relation will occur if wave modes n strongly interact and if fluid turbulence generated at shorter A (p) n propagates into the jet faster than perturbations at longer A (p) grow to large amplitude. n
The effect of Kelvin-gelmholtz unstable surface waves on the jet interior and external medium is of fundamental importance to an understanding of observed Jets. Ne have found that the presence of velocity shear may stabilize all but one or two of the long wavelength wave modes and that these long wavelength wave modes can be resticted to only a few e-folding lengths and small amplitude by Jet expansion. If these conditions are met then we might expect that little of the flow energy would be dissipated in the external medium or internally in the jet because turbulence would be unlikely to develop. However, if the jet edge is relatively sharp then we expect a number of wave modes with A(P)n less than the jet diameter and (rl_e) >> i.
The likely case would be one in which some wave modes with say 2 < n _ i0 grow rapidly and those of larger n are surpressed by velocity shear. Even so, the flow would be characterized as strongly turbulent if i0% of the flow energy were converted to eddies in the Jet frame. XIX-33
It is
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